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Abstract 

This paper presents the Web version of the philological workstation 
BAMBI (Better Access to Manuscript and Browsing of Images) and its 
design. The BAMBI Web workstation allows historians, and more 
particularly philologists, to work on manuscripts (transcription, 
annotations, indexing, etc.) alongside the Internet network. Our approach 
for the Web implementation of the philological workstation is based on 
the reuse of the local BAMBI software. We have used the formalism of 
UML (Unified Modelling Language) for the distributed software design, 
and especially the concepts based on the diagrams of collaboration.The 
implementation is based on the ActiveX approach. 

1. Introduction 

The BAMBI1 project (BAMBI for Better Access to Manuscripts and Browsing of Images) for 
libraries aimed at designing a modem interactive tool for consulting and working on 
manuscripts [BON 97], [BOZ 97]. 
BAMBI is an electronic desktop on which it is possible to deal contextually with the original 
handwritten document and its transcription (see Figure 1). This contextuality means that 
students always have all the data they need to examine at their fingertips: the document 
together with its interpretation. 
The manuscript and its transcription are 'linked' in BAMBI at the level of the page or, more 
frequently, the word, through an automatic system for segmentation of the image and 
searching for matches: a double click on the transcribed word is all that is required to find the 
original word ori the manuscript, and vice versa. 
The electronic form of the data processed by BAMBI offers many other advantages: the 
digitized image of the manuscript can be enlarged or reduced to the desired level of detail; it 
is possible to arrange documents on the screen in a flexible way; the transcription made does 
not remain an inert text of mere output but pilots the generation of indexes. (The index 
verborum contains all the words appearing in the transcription and locorum and the index 

1 The different European partners of the BAMBI project are ACTA S.p.a (computer society of Florence), CNR 
(Consiglio Nazionale della Ricerche - Istituto di Linguistice Computazionale di Pisa), BNR (Biblioteca 
Nazionale Centrale V.E.II di Roma), MP! (Max Planck Institlit fiir Rechtsgeschichte (Miinich)), CPR 
(Consorzio Pisa Ricerche), and LIS/. 
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